
Video meetings, audio calling, data sharing, streaming and recording, all from one simple, 
professional and interoperable solution. 

Unlimited HD calling. 50 way meetings. Outlook scheduling. Directories & 
 presence. Indepth  reporting. High  performance apps. Personalised  domains. 
Streaming and recording. Essential tools for today’s workforce. 

VideoCloud 365 is built on a secure, global, resilient  network, and includes 
enhanced security features such as firewall/NAT traversal. You can talk with 
confidence, knowing that your meetings are secure and encrypted.

Dial & receive calls directly or choose to meet in a Virtual Meeting Room 
with any combination of Video Conferencing endpoints, Skype for 
 Business,  desktop, mobile, tablet, browser or audio  callers.

VideoCloud 365 makes professional business communication  simple.
 Teams can connect, communicate and collaborate securely, wherever they 
are, whenever they choose, in whatever way works best for them.



Tell me more...

Connect any device, inside or  outside your company. Unlimited  video 
minutes and 50 participants in one meeting. Easily  connect  different  video 

platforms, endpoints & audio  conferencing, all in the same  meeting.

Share and view presentations, spreadsheets, applications and web pages 
with the rest of the meeting. Review, edit, blog or design with  anybody, 

between the desktop,  mobile and your meeting room. 

With Outlook integration,  planning and scheduling meetings with your 
colleagues is quick and  simple. Schedule meetings on the go from your 

phone or tablet, and  automatically join in a single click. 

Unlimited audio-only dial-in for guests via traditional telephony or VoIP/
data telephone networks, with 55  international dial in numbers. Plus  audio 
+ presentation mode enables audio only participants to still view  content.  

Indepth statistics from the  administrator dashboard. Monitor call history, 
user statistics, add/remove users and manage passwords & PINs, and use 

reporting for ROI analysis and adoption.

Create and record amazing video events with hosts and participants in 
 multiple locations, for audiences of any size. Record & stream  directly from 

your meeting spaces, publicly or privately using RTMP or YouTube  integration. 

Recording & Streaming

Live screen-share

Simplified scheduling

Centralised management 
& reporting

Unlimited audio-only dial-in

Any-to-any video dialing

For small organisations and single teams, to global companies looking to enable their entire organisation 
with high quality Video, Audio and Data communications in the cloud, VideoCloud 365 makes it possible. 
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Get in touch with the VideoCloud team at VideoCentric today.
www.vc365.vc   |   0118 9798910   |    sales@videocentric.co.uk

http://www.videocentric.co.uk/go/start-videocloud-trial/
http://www.videocentric.co.uk/go/start-videocloud-trial/
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